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INTRODUCTION

Recently there has been a steeply growing interest in

oonopole type solutions In classical gauge theories. Firstly

they have appeared as important elements of the dual model

giving a. possibility for magnetic Tortex lines with finite

length. At the same time, monopoles arising from a gauge theory

interact strongly and they are heavy, sharing many properties

of "solltons", so we may think of hadrons as monopole solltons

of a unified gauge theory of weak and electromagnetic Inter-

actions. In addition these monopoles have a topologically

originated, conserved magnetic charge without the usual string

singularity in the -rector potential.

All these new ideas are based on a systematic theoretical

progress in classical field theory that we are going to review

briefly. In Section 1 we give an inductive discussion

of the 't Hooft monopole together with the Julia-Zee dyon.

In Section 2 we summarize the general topological

considerations connected to monopoles. This is followed,in

Section i , by the presentation of a method for building

explicit monopole models. This section includes some stability

considerations as well as a brief diaoussion of th« radial motion

of the monopole solutions.
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1. THE 'T HOOFT MONOPOLE

1,1 String—free gamce potential »**d magnetic charge

Let us consider the original 't Hooft argument [1,2]

to understand hon it is possible to construct atring-free

monopoles in general non-Abelian gauge theories. In ordinary

electrodynamics with U(l) symmetry, the vector potential

describing the field of a magnetic monopole has a Dirae

string ending on the pole:

, (1.1)

Here Q stands for the magnetic charge fti-c- \ )

and 4, ,-b t -r denote the components of the vector potential

In a spherical coordinate system and -& , M are the polar

and asimuthal angles respectively. Consider the following gauge

transformation on the wave function of a charge q moving in the

monopole fields:

S is well defined if the Dlrac-oharge quantization condition

Cb\'* 1 * (« integer) is satisfied. This gauge

tranBfoniiation removes the string in Q<^ (l.l)at -5^TT

but creates a new one at -v - C . <^±0 i B inevitable

since U(l) is infinitely connected,thus it is impossible

to construct a gauge transformation which changes continuously

from S at -̂' t to the identity at i ' O . Although the

string has no observable affects [3] if the Dirac condition holds,

it is impossible to get rid of it altogether.

We can alwayB embed tha U(l) electromagnetic gauge theory

in any non-Abeliaa gauge theory, when both the vector potential

and the current have only one non-vanishing component in the internal

space [4] . The gauge potential analogous to (l.l)can be written

in matrix form as ("Abelian gauge")

- e.
\-

Here Q is a constant matrix, a generator in the fundamental

representation of the group, and e is the gauge coupling constant.

The gauge transformation which removes the string along •& * tt is given

by

group
ffow, if the gauge(G is simply connected, it is always possible

to construct a gauge transformation which connects S at V'TT

with the identity at v ' 0 .

Let us choose G - 5U(2), Q ^ ̂  i-e- let u s 'ta'ce tho

following gauge potential:
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and apply to it the gauge transformation

C1.2)

31
Recalling that

we find

^ )

We Bee that the string type singularity has really disappeared

fron the gauge vectors. However, at the earn© time we have also

lost the electromagnetic field, as the transformed gauge vectors

have more than one component different from zero in the internal

space. Clearly we need a gauge invariant definition, which can

be given with the aid of a gauge-oovariant unit vector built up

from the ingredients of the theory. Let us dispense with the explicit

construction of this unit vector for the time being and concentrate

instead on the electromagnetic field. Suppose we want to

define the e.m. field in a gauge as

If we have a $a - ^ \

>$- 5L 4>4 J 1 M , where

transformation,then this

with $ S iv * ,

O is a general SU(2)

can be written as

V
-5-

Thia can be cast into a manifestly gauge-invariant form

V

This identification of the a.m.field yields for the previous

point monopole in all gauges ^^^^ ~£\-<- with all other

components vanishing.

With the eid of \^ (1.3) we can define the magnetic

current ^* v" t

la built up entirely from

V 7i

In the string-free gauge Û ,

^ and its derivatives [5] :

By definition U „ is conserved implying a conservation la»

for ^* ^ N̂ Vo cÂx. , However, c^ does not generate

a symmetry, as the conservation of L is not a

consequence of the dynamical equations [j>] thus the Noether

theorem does not apply. The conservation ofa has a topological

origin; to make it clear, let us express -j, in another fora

with the aid of (1.4) [5] :

C\ -=•

where we parametrized the .*-v on the sphere X'")' - Q

by two parameters X l - X ̂  C v , ^) , Ih« square of the integrand

in this expression is the determinant & of the m«tric

tensor of the unit sphere ty <̂ )L = \ , therefore the



integrand la t\& . While the (.-$, ̂ ) parameters

sweep through the whole surface of the sphere In coordinate
-i

space, <p ean ooTer the sphere in the isospaoe several times

with the positive or negative sign of \ & . The difference

•mat he Integer otherwise Q would not be single valued:

Me Ihe V\^ ^ is called the Kro-

necker Index of the napping constituted by A> . The Integer

spectrum of o^ (la units of ' I £ ) explains the conservation of"

the magnetic clarge, since the — presumably continuous — time dependence

of the <̂> (when we finally make them a part of » dynamical

theory ) can change ^ only continuously. This is compatible

with ths integer apeotruu of Q only if a is time independent.

(1.5)

A simple static solution is given by

An obvious way of defining ^ is

Transforming by the 31 of (1.2) to the-non-singular gauge ;

we find the solutions

•H

1.2 The construction of finite energy mononoles in SU(2)

We have two problems left to solve; the first is the construo-

tlon of ty from the ingredients of a dynamical theory and the

second i* to construct finite energy solutions if possible.

•t Hooft BOlved both problems at once [l]. Consider an SU(2)

Tang—- Hille theory coupled gauge invari&ntly to a scalar i so triplet

which has a syonetry- breaking self-interaction potential:

The field equations for this theory in matrix notation are:

-7-

It is easy to see that this ansatz describes an infinite energy

point monopola.

We shall search for the finite energy solution by smoothing

out the previous solution In the form

The field equations take the following; simple form for

and v̂  ;

where

(1.7)

\

-8-
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Of course this ayatem of equations allows the two particular

p o i n t s o l u t i o n s : a ) \ ' -̂ . •**•*•*• , describing

the previous point tnonopole, ^) \ * - 1 , M •• v ,

describing the (symmetric) vacuum.

It is easy to calculate the energy functional in terms of ^

and ^

(1.8)

This is a manifestly positive definite expression, from which

Bqs. (1.7) can be obtained by applying the variatianal principle,

and these facts suggest the existence of singularity-free solutions

to (1.7) [6] •

As we look for finite energy solutions, it is natural to

demand that the integral (1.8) must not blow up either at x — J C

or at *. —* oo , which in turn fJjcea the boundary conditions

for the •*. ( -"vi functions

* -* o * — » . * > ,

T ̂ » A* a * V . ^ - • > * . ,

Methods to obtain numerical solutions to (1.7) with thaae boundary

conditions are widely discussed in the literature [6] , the charac-

teristic behaviour of X and \ is sketched in Fig.1.

How w« find that even in the finite energy case the only

non-vanisning component of the e.u.field is still Zj,,, '- —^z -

i.e. * point nonopole. What,then,makes the energy finite? To

-9-

obtain a physical eiplstiatioa let ua split (gauge invariantly)

the term W F" Tv;i in the energy expression into two

parta [4] :
(1.9)

Here we introduced the gauge invariant tensor

^ . As $ denotes the e.m.

direction in the group space (1.3) , only the charged vectors

(that are orthogonal to <̂> } contribute both to VY^ V and

to the second term in (l.S) . The llaxwell equations take the form

This sugges% defining a third gauge invariant tensor, as usual

in electrodynamics ^L uv * ^»v" ^^ VVl^v - For our statio

solution we find that the only non-vanishing components of these

tensorB are

V
So the energy density contains a term

which is the usual form known from classical electrodynamics.

The physical picture is that the monopole is put in a medium

formed by the charged vectors, and the energy of the magnetic

dipole density of the charged vector fields \ V\^ ] gives

-10-



an infinite contribution to the energy, which compensates

the infinite energy of the point monopole. Let us mention

that we are dealing with a spontaneously broken gauge theory

where the charged vectors really do have an anomalouoa magnetic

moment which makes this identification possible. We can

define the magnetic permeability for the medium formed by the

charged vectors, this quantity behaves as

1.3 Prona

Dyona are hypothetical particles carrying simultaneously both

electric and magnetic charges. It Is natural to investigate how

the *t Hooft monopole can be converted into a dyon. This was done

In fief,7 by extending the ansatz to Include a static,

non-vanishing zeroth component of the gauge field in the form

$^\ib 1i£2_ while keeping (l,6) for P) L

and ^ • Shis choice implies that \)oi\ ' G and that the

f) o acts very much like another lsotriplet, of course

without the self-interaction potential. In this case one finds

the field equations:

The energy (or mass) of the dyon can be determined by

•̂  • ^oC* Too t where \.,v is the symmetric
the

stress energy tensor that couples toA'gravitational field. The

finiteneas of the energy again fixes the boundary conditions for

the functions in (l. 10) ,

Our dyon has a radial electric field in the form (jrL- *"oi *

- ̂  ^ ^ ^ Ai.*̂  ̂  f which implies a total charge

Q i _ i ^ -r — d-C • At the P*esent level of discussion

there is no reason why this Q should he quantized [7] . On the

other hand, ^ remains the same and therefore <X •

The physical picture of our dyon is that of a point monopole

sorrounded by an extended cloud of electric charge.

In the case of dyons we encounter a new problem,namely - owing

to the lack of topological considerations - the solution has no

ab ovo stability against the dyon Q̂."> b dyon (.Q- 1) v'W+

or dyon ^0,= O -$• monople -̂ ty* decays. However,

numerical studies of the solutions to (1.10) revealed [6,7]

that dyons are not much heavier than monopoles, which may imply

the absence of the second decay. On the other hand,we proved [83

that dyons appropriately generalized to higher groups than SU(2)

can be topologioally stable. These dyons nay play an important

role as they - unlike monopole* - may bind quarks without magnetic

oharges.

-12-



2. TOPOLOGICAL CONSERVATION LAWS

g,X General considerations
on

So far we have discussed the 't Eooft monopole based Ia spontane-

ously broken SU(2) Yang-Hills theory. It la natural to aslc how this

can be generalised to higher groups, to the case of more scalar fields

or scalar fields in arbitrary representation. It would also be very

interesting to know how the previous topological considerations connect-

ed with the magnetic charge generalize for these cases. In answering

these questions we shall follow the argument of Ref.9.

We consider the olassical theory of the gauge fields of a

compact, semisimple gauge group G coupled to a scalar multiplet

in an *\ — dimensional unitary representation. Prom the gauge field

strengths and OQvariant derivatives of the scalar fields we construct

the gauge- invariant Lagrange density which defines our theory.

Here U f J ) is the gauge-invariant self-interaction for the

scalar fields and wo assume U ^") 2 0 • ?he ground states of

the theory are (up to a gauge transformation) the states, where all

gauge fields vanish and <b is a constant and a zero of U .

Tor such a ground state A) = <£ , we define \-\ (a

subgroup of (3- ) the unbroken group by saying that A\

is an element of \\ if and only if Jn ̂  - <b . Further, we

assume that all the zeros of U are of the form <̂  <^ for

, it
some <^ in^j- ; which mates ̂ possible to identic the set of the

zeros of M with the coset space ^ | V\ [9,io],

-13-

We are now going to investigate under what conditions the

space of finite energy solutions to [2.1) is disconnected in the

genuine topological sense. As this is an invariant statement,we can

_ _ _ . _ . , ... _r . 0 =

\9~) • In this gauge the energy expression simplifies greatly;

(2.2)

Instead of focusing on non-singular, finite energy solutions,

we shall focus on non-singular initial value data with finite

energy, (in the Â > -_ \> gauge a complete and independent set

of Initial value data is given by the fields and their first time

derivatives at any fixed time.) In doing so we do not lose any

generality, as there is a theorem ensuring the one-to-one correeponedence

between these two sets of objects. On the other hand,working at fixed

time we can always choose a gauge such that A< - L) [93 •

In this gauge we find from the formula for the energy (2.2)

Thus, if the energy is to be finite, lim 4>{ ̂  ^ -a) - &* f 3 i
•V̂ -ji l '"' " T ' I T '

must exist and oust be an element of G> /|-f for every ^ ^ #

The point is that <fy ( \)- ^o) can depend non-trivially on these

angles,as the relevant expressions in the

-14-



energy are the squares of the components of the covariant gradient

and not those of the ordinary gradient, i.e. we must have

How for any given, non-singular we can choose the gauge

fields,so these expressions vanlBh for large -r as fast as we please

[93 . This Implies that for large which

in turn involves F ">' I — A , and this is perfectly consistent

with the

region.

finitenesa of the energy in the

This wayj(have associated a function tp (,-j- \n} with evary

set of non-singular initial value data. (̂  U J ) constitutes

a mapping of the sphere iS \ into Q / VA • A a t h e c o a t : L n u o u s

time developement changes the associated mapping only continuously

when there are two sets of initial value data with 4*°* m d

is such that they cannot be continuously deformed into each

otherjthen the corresponding solutions cannot develop into each other

in the course of time. Therefore, If there is a <§> { $. j j which

cannot be continuously deformed into the trivial mapping of S -•> C(/^

the space of finite energy solutions is disconnected (jjj ,

In mathematics "continuously deformable" is called homotopic.

Two continuous mappings Ti t xlif vtxi from _X- into J_

are said to he homotopic if there exists a continuous

p ( y .£ j from }C«a tO,Â  into J such that

F( *,O*H<1^ «* r i y ^ r ^ t x ) . The set of all

mappings homotopic to a given mapping defines its homotopy class.

Clearly homotopy is an equivalence relation, and thus we can divide all

mappings from )C to ~^/ into homotopy classes.

-15-

Summarizing what we nave found,we may state that the connected

parts of the spe.ce of the finite energy solutions are characterized

by the homotopy classes of mappings S 3 ^ '^ [9j- Further,

these homotopy classes can be labelled - provided G is

simply connected - by a "topologieal number" , which is an element

of ^ CH) . (if G is not simply connected the situation

is slightly more complicated. For detailed proofs and examples we

refer the reader to Ref.9.) Here "^t^) is the first homotopy

group, which is defined in the following way. Consider two mappings

from the circle J into H ? such that <\̂  {<$)'

- ^ ^2-Tt)3 §o \ii \^1. , i.e. <b and $ 2

are two closed paths in Vi , and each of them begins and ends

at <P0 . Their product T\ ̂ V i s a closed path obtained

by first going around <b and then going around $ , In

equations

^ f <^XG) 0,9,. , f2.4)

We define two such mappings to be homotopic just as before except

that we restrict the continuous deformation F (Q,t:) t o obey (2.4)

for each i. - TbJa multiplication law is invariant under

these homotopies, and thus defines a multiplication law among homotopy

classes. This multiplication obeys all group axioms (identity-trivial

homotopy, class, inverse.- going around the path In the opposite di-

rection) and the group thus obtained is "^tM • Tha use

of this abstract game is that generally it is easy to determine

-16-
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the elements of HA(vV) , which In turn - as we have seen bef&re -

characterize the disjunct components of the space of finite energy

solution* Two examples; T AIUUV)
3 "£. j additive group of integers

2.2 Connection with magnetic charge

To eee the connection of the previous discussion with magnetic

charges we introduce the concept of path-dependent group elements

[9. U] •

Let p be a path in space-time, going from /, to *, and

let us consider a field <b such that its covariant derivative

vanishes along $> ,

.where a is a parameter along the path. Now §> at the end of

th« path is given in terms of 4-' at the beginning of the path by [9] :

where is the path dependent ^ (^ ~[ *

( T"* are the generators of (3 in the representation of <t) . and
along (

T indicates an orderingj[the path). IS we know ^ifO f o r

path, we can derive the gauge fields [9] .

Row let ua consider the situation described by (2.3) and

the o.v <^»(J on a sphere of sufficiently large radius and

define the following path-dependent gauge element [12] ;

-17-

where ' is a cloeed circle of fixed latitude on the

sphere (Fig.2), Because of (2.3) and because \ is closed,

^ 1 . )^ U ^"'1V
1) <$[.(*) holds for all X o of

V , i.e. [}{•! \~) is an element of the unbroken

group V\ . As P shrinks to a point on both the north

and south pole of the sphere U (_-< VI 9 ) * U (.̂  ^ 9- ) = A •

Therefore when we move V from the north pole to the south pole

on the sphere, U ^ ^ ) traceB out a closed curve in both VA

(and in C7 ) . It is the homotopy claaseB of these closed paths

which determine the topological number. On the other hand, this W is

closely related to the magnetio charge [l2,13] .

To see this we introduce the following assumptions: 1) The

looal structure of \\ is U(.O<© VC . E) ^ is in the

adjoint representation, -$ - îi' h} and ws measure the mass in

units such that for the asymptotic scalar field I T i ^ * A

(this is not a necessary assumption, for a more general case see

[12,13])- 3) The electric charge, (̂  , the generator of the U.U)

factor of \\ is given by Q_* ^i)g

We shall evaluate the O i^\ ̂ ) in a gauge where the

asymptotic scalar field is a constant - at least to the north of V

This gauge can be achieved for all ri to the north of ^

by [12]

-18-



with I l ' T w f IP \ cU" A'1 K* ) . Here the integration runs

along the meridian line from ^ to the north pole. In this gauge

from the vanishing of the covariant derivatives (2.3) we find

that ft' ,. o"1 ij\ = Q ĥ t ft
1 L, . where t.̂  are the

generators of K factor of \-[ , which satisfy [l2] :

U - A "I = o T-r V - © = O • Dul8 t o t h e vanishing

commutator, U factorizest

Applying the Stokes theorem to the first factor yields M A tU =

r * - i"v -^
= Vj-JLs •=> , where 5 is the eurface of the sphere to the

north of V and ̂ is the electromagnetic field defined in

(l,3) with -̂l replaced by — . How, when we move V

to the south pole this integral tends to V* <\ , while the second

factor of (2.5) remains an element of K :

This expression implies for V. that it must commute with all

the elements of K , and so lia in what is called the centre of

K L12] . If Vi is SU(IT-l) then k must be of the form

^^liiy/^)!^ for w O r N-l ,

implying eigenvalues e.<x t W fl^-O for the charge (QJ .

3. KXPLICIT MOBEL BUILBING

3.1 The generalized 't Hooft monopole

The topological conservation laws briefly summarized in the

previous section give us an enormous amount of information

-19-

about the structure of the space of finite energy solutions, yet

they have some limitations. 1) They ensure the existence of finite

energy (non-dissipative [9]) solutions, not time-independent ones.

2) They are sufficient conditions for the existence, not necessary

ones. 3) They do not give us explicit models. If we want to have

explicit models, say for higher monopoles or asonopolea in SU(N)

gauge theory we must follow another way [14]- In what follows

we give a direct method to achieve this; we shall also obtain some

interesting byproducts as a proof of the uniqueness the 't Hooft

monopole under the assumption of spherical symmetry [15] and the

possibility of describing the radial motion of the monopole solutions.

Let us assume that the (j) scalar field in (2.l) Is in

the adjoint representation of the Q group, then the field

equations are of the form of (1.5) with """'li, replaced

by X L , the group generators, satisfying ^ * \ X ^ i ~ L C L
f c ^

First, we deal with the static solutions to these equations [l4"l •

It is possible to show that by a suitable singular gauge

transformation [4] *t Hooft's monopole solution - when a

static V'.<) component is added - can be written in the following

forts:

e-r

-20-



Hie advantage of this gauge is the independence from the aaimuthal

angle P̂ . Therefore, generalizing these expressions,we

shall seek solutions in the general case in the following form-.

ft -

T, e-r

Here <-*•) °i
a r e functions taking their values

in tho space spanned by X t • We fix the gauge by the form

of our ansatz (3.l) which is an alternative possibility instead

of the usual way of imposiag a subsidiary condition,

when wo compute the components of V>> a n d ^ 41 irt

terms of this ansats wa find that they contain some angular depend-

ence in the form of certain U ) ^ " terms. As the neart step we impose

the requirement of spherical symmetry of our ansatz In the form of

demanding that the gauge covarlant quantities ^T^^ D, ty) should

depend on the radial distance only. This makes all coefficients of u&Oy

vanish [14] :

Lu.oji-0
(3.2)

-21-

We get the same conditions - at least for the vector part - '

If we impose the Bianchi Identities Q'4 ^ ^ 0 everywhere

outside the origin.

Now using (3.2) in the field equations, from the radial

component we get two constraints;

(3.3)

Iv f U. tV

A

It is the first of these which is crucialin disproving th«

existence of higher charge magnetic monopoles in 3U{2) under

the assumption of spherical symmetry and finite energy. In

principle, to describe a spherically symmetrio monopole with mag-

netic charge v> \t one would modify the Ansatz (3.1) by

multiplying the ftj term by ^ [5] , To convince ourselves of

the correctness of this ansatz we apply JfL =

(-'v,̂ T>) t o t b e modified ansatz, yielding:

-l

l

A

The normalized •<£• constructed from this scalar field

really gives a mapping with Kronecker index v-, , and it is possible

to show [15] that it corresponds to the moat general situation.

-27-



Wow,for the modified ansatz,(3.3) yields

^ . t l i , while for *•* t { it implies -̂

satisfied for

^ ^ (constant).

From a constant ':;, it follows that all t components vanish

V

except ^" ^ n, U 4 . ^ y - J . .

The energy expression contains \ T-r Tv^ j &'K t which io

finite IX ^ — 5 - A for -V—^>O,i,a. ^ ? £ ^ ( . However,

this implies that even ^ a > vanishes , i.e. the above ansatz

describes a pure gauge and h«nce vanishing magnetic charge. Q.E. D.

the general solution of (3.3) is

where O is an aroitrary constant matrix. We have three points

for choosing C. "• 0 !

1) As we shall see, tha al-v)—?0 for -T—=> °o behaviour is

advantageous, imp^ing C Z O •

2) For C * O the compatibility of the ^ ^ components of

the gauge field equations yields further unwanted { -r dependent)

constraints, while1 for (_ » O thej are identical

3) In a certain sense (see Appendix A of E«f.14)the single valuedness

of our ansatz demands C J 0 • Therefore we substitute (3.3)

(3-5)

Using this in the field equations we finally obtain:

-23-

U.U.^V

*• E

3.2 FiJilte energy solutions

(3.6)

Since Bqs. (3.6) are entirely general.it is

important to know what subsets of X L are admitted for

C\ V\ C\ \n ^y tbese equations without specifying th»

Lie algebra L(G) . Now we show that, together with the

additional requirement that the solution should have finite energy,

Eqs. (3.6) are really restrictive, especially for \-\ f

the coefficient matrix of the string. This additional requirement

is purely physical, as at present we are mainly interested in finding

extended objects with finite energy (solitons) in spontaneously

broken gauge theories.

Let us turn to the -t—5 oo region first, The flnlteneso

of
'

implies

*""» E Vu V V )< it follows that
ft* \

wMla

-r and'

express that the asymptotic scalar field is in its ground state

-24-



. When we assume L^'i^ f o r

all "1" , this .together with ^ I v , ^ - 0 a n d l ^ " i

following from the spherical symmetry, can be satisfied at once

choosing V\ t t n from an abelian subalgebra.

This choice reduces (3.4) to

In the

satisfy l f t

0 we find from the convergence of

that lim (*(*) *Q must exist and must

automatically excluded for semi-aimpla Lie algebras.) Now from (3.5)

and (3.2) we find

-U (3.7)

Combining these together we see that M | D , n must form an

STJ(2) or SO(3) subalgebra, i.e. V\ la not arbitrary!

The finiteness of the scalar contribution yields that ex ^ are

of %l-O for -T-»0 .

An immediate consequence of the presence of this 30(3), SU(2)

subalgebra is that we can always describe a solution with it, the trivial

embedding of the previous dyon solution into our theory based on G

[14] . Secondly, we can always transform away the string from £|(|

via a gauge transformation fl4l :
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This transformation also gives an angular dependence to the

transformed asymptotic scalar field. If we use the I , ^

boundary conditions, the transformed form of the asymptotic

gauge field tensor is f̂ - -- i.i;̂  -^—-^ i where

X t [_Vi A, ?̂\ ") are the fi^Sj, V\ matrices in an appropriate

order. As a third consequence,we mention that now the Bianchi

identities are satisfied everywhere, even at the origin.

3.3 SU(N) monopole solutions

let us concretize Eqs. (3.6) for the (3

case, i.e. take )(l to be the M * ^ \i matrices} their

representation and the necessary commutation relations are given

in [14} . In the light of the crit eria toutd in the previous

section the most natural ohoioes for U are the following

matrices;

different,irreduoible

1 fc

with ^ i J , - W , desoribing \i-\

representations of 1^ . Constructing the corresponding ft1 , fc5^

matrices, we are finally led to the following ansatz [14] satisfying

all constraints:
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,

In terms of these functions the system (3-6) reduces to

^ C - 4^00-^0 \l - ̂  C -

Here ^ l^ r- *» } t.* 2^ .... N

equations all 4 t Z ^ ^

dvnands that all ^ U ) ^ l ^ at

synmetry breaking nlnipiuB of \l

like orbit In Sff (H") :

(3.8)

and in the second and third

. The finite energy requirement

-*» 0 . We alw assume that the

) lies on a X tfvJ "
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(Here CK C L . ^ are constants and T stands for the

U i. K unit matrix.) This form implies that Cf"°? l*w.

can be normalized, Z "^ $ *? * ^ » which in turn means that

are the possibilities.

The asymptotic electromagnetic field, defined in analogy with

(1.3) is given by ^ - 1^-f <p(f, V^v . ?ron

Eqa.(3.8)it follows that all ^r§ *nd Y vanish exponentially,

except T^ « - Ul" Itr1 . Thus asymptotically we have a radial magnetic

field with magnetic charge cj,5\- X »T W C D " J / fi- • Varying w> and p

in their corresponding Intervals we obtain [M-*) different

magnetic charges: a 4. V Ck V (t>

To discuss the charge quantization,we couple a fermion field

±a the fundamental representation (quarks) in a minimal way to the

gauge fields. The electric charges of the quarks are then given

e ^ |12,lil , i.e. they are

and •̂-•ft-i-TTi for tli* non-singlet

and singlet (with,respect to the unbroken SU(H-l)) quarka respectively.

We have seen above that the possible magnetic charges are given

by the eigenvalues of
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lo possible to interpret the anomalous first relation

if one identifies the unbroken SD(S-l) with colour. Then

one observes that all monopoles with V* A) . . W-J, carry both

magnetic and colour flux, thuB they can Interact with the coloured

quarks not only electronagnetically but through the SU(N-l) colour

fields too. On the other hand, they couple to the colour singlet quark

only eleotromagnetlcally, and so for these states the charge

quantization is satisfied in Dirac's sense.

It 1B clear from the form of "L,y that if we want our solutions

to carry electric charge also (i.e. to be dyons) we must change the

JU • —•> Q assumption for li^—* C;_ . This is a choice

allowed hy E<js,(3.8) and by the finite energy requirement.

As for the time feeing we are unable to describe a dyon-antidyon

system orbiting around each other, we find no reason why the electric

charge of the dyons should obey a quantization rule.

3.4 Stability considerations

Very little is known about the stability of these solutions under

small perturbations. Of course the conservation of the magnetic charge

ensures that the solutions cannot radiate away all their energy. However,

all solutions 90 f*r have been abtained tinder the assumption of spherical

symmetry, and therefore we have no information about the effects of

spherically non-symmetric perturbation. The first step in this direction

was nade in Ref. 16 for the case of SU(2); here we apply the
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same method for our case. As a result we can state that certain dyon-

type solutions in the \| l§ )i 0 cage are stable

because they are absolute minima of the energy. Here,following Ref.l6,

we define stability to include the possibility of neutral equlibpium.

Three conserved quantities are important for the proof: the

energy, the electric charge of the solution Q -

^ Voc) s^4 'tne magnetic oharge a =

^ ^ t a 1 M Y P ' I V ) ̂ "e meaeure tha langi;h in

such unite that dl» §1' \~)-

The proof rests in a theorem of Lagranglan mechanics:

Given a system ( o^ ) with lagranglan of the form:

then the minims, of the energy are points of stable equilibrium [16] ,

If the theory has other conserved quantities, then the same is true
__ are

for the minima of t if these quantities^held fixed. The lagrangian

of our theory has this form if we choose a gauge where Q o* ^

where H, is the supposed known value of the solution

to (3,8) [17].

We shall seek solutions which are n̂̂Tf̂ l̂n» of the energy, keeping

ĉ  and *Q fixed. Prom the Bianchi identities follows

O^U-^F.,-0 , implying (̂ \ %^T lO. <fc { t%-

On the other hand, partially integrating the zeroth component ot thei

gauge field equations.we obtain \dVi %1-r l£>i<̂  V<sO* ̂  Q '

Now we can give a lower bound for the energy [l6l ;
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(°< arbitrary).

The bound is saturated and therefore the corresponding solution

is stable If \M<S>Q , D-,4>-0 and R.,^ft.>

These requirements impose the following equations for our ansatz (3.l)

The two equations in the second column are compatible if the

(3.3)-(3-4) constraints hold. For the |*»-,c\Vl functions we find

from these equations a first-order system of equations that replaces

(3.8) :

^ V ) * ̂  \L-4- o

If Vv>» N^-X this system of equations can. be integrated

analytically, yielding the Prased-Sommerfield. solution [la] .
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The second aspect of stability ia the question of, in principle,

dynamically possible processes like decay)Donopole Ĵqjj? >• -R.

monopoleB (̂ g) .If E t k ^ 2 -k t (. ̂ ^ , then

the higher charge monopole is dynamically unstable, it can decay by

fission into the topologically equivalent case of several separated

unit monopoles. Precisely this situation was found [lSJJ in the SU(2)

case for AC ̂ > 2. we have a feeling that this phenomenon gene-

ralizes to the SU(N) easas, since for the infinite energy-point solutions

we find the energy densities:

3.5 Radial motion-time dependent monopoles

So far we have studied the static solutions only. With an eya

on the quantization of these models it is necessary to investigate

the non-static case also. Because this problem is too complicated to

discuss in full complexity we shall restrict ourselves to stud/ing only

the radial motion of the previous static tnonopolea.i. e. vs now

choose our ansatz by modifying (3.1) in such * way that all a , ^ , ^

depend on both V and Y and vs assume- *n s Q

[17] .

As this, ansatz has the sama angular dependence- as the static case,

the corresponding time-dependent solution will describe the> "breathing*

of the static monopole, preserving tha radial symmetry.

Of course,changing the ansatz (3-l) modifies some F and JT
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components, from the requirement of spherical symmetry we obtain

for this case [l4j ;

Prom the field equations we find that (3.4) and (3.5) reaain unchanged, the

zeroth component of the gauge field equations yields a further

constraint:

and finally

We note that thig system is the same as (3.6) ezcept for the

replacement of the operator d /cl-r1" V S R i ' - ' S (I) 4
consequences

She finite energy requirement preserves all its previous[and in

addition also imposes lim 0 lim Q . Shis

last condition ensures that the time- dependence affects only the

Intermediate -< region, keeping the boundary conditions at f = 0

•*•*.<*> and fixed.

Specialising for the *t Hooft monopoly,the equations of sadlal

motion can be obtained from (1.7) by the above-mentioned substitution

of c?!^ for tf/^-tffo1- W •
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As even in the time dependent case Q~ — —

ded •vv V^ A^ ̂  ̂  ) the previously obtained expressions for the

gauge invariant magnetic field and the dipole density remain valid;

while the electric field ).,jV remains zero, implying the

absence of radiation. Therefore the time dependence affects only the di-

pole density and not the magnetic field of the monopole.

The first step towards quantization requires a detailed knowledge

of small oscillations around the static solutions.

To this end we introduce

Ml U

where ^ o y ilU o
l ^ Q denote the previous static solutions

and linearize the equations in ^ (_»} and U,t") . The resulting

equations can be written in the form of a Schr'ddinger equation for

the two-component vector *J CO >. ( ̂  ) [4] :

) 1 '

0

The ijo

know \

limit.

eigenvalues can be determined only autnerically as we

and U o analytically only in the unphysical ft* 0
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The usual argument relying on the translational invarianee of the

theory for the existence of a tST « 0 eigenvalue corresponding to

the eigenfunctions constructed from the gradients of the static

solutions cannot be applied here since Eq«(1.7) is apherioally sym-

metric and the translated monopole is not. The determination of

the a) speotra as veil as the investigation of the spherically

non-aymmetrio oscillations go heyond the scope of the present paper.
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